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.4 tlstrnct 

‘I’D.+\ and DB.4 lattices are compared for 1.5-2.5 GeV syn- 
chrotrotl light source, with particular attention to the PLS 
‘L Gel cl<>ctron storage ring currently being developed in 
l’ohang, Korea. For the comparison study, the optimum 
~~lw,trorl c:nergy wz1.s chosen to be 2 GeV and the circum- 
f’~~rencr of the ring is less than 280.56 m, the natural beam 
(‘Illit t.allc:c‘ no greater than 13 nm. Results from various lin- 
(far and nonlinear optics comparison studies are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

‘I‘llis paper considers the Chasman-Green option for the 
Pohang Light Source (PLS) storage ring lattice. Cur- 
r~~l~tly, t,llca I’LS storage ring lattice has a triple bend achro- 
111nt st.ructure with circumference of 280.56 m. The bend- 
ing nlagnet does not have a gradient on it. Total 12 
cluatlrupoles are employed with nominal working points 
s(yt. at. (1.1.28, 8.18). Detailed performance characteristics 
for t,llc PI,S 2 GeV lattice are reported separately in this 
(~otlferenc~~ [l]. Alternatively, However, one can consider 
a11 equally well candidate such as double bend achromat 
structure for the lattice of a third-generation synchrotron 
lratliat,ioii solircp. 

III this paper, we compare the present design of the TBA 
i,it t,icc wit,11 the DBA structure. The lattice of interest has 
llccn opt,inlized to energy of 2 GeV, with m&zimurn 2.5 
(;e\’ In order t,o make a reasonable comparison with TBA 
sl ruct,ure , we have chosen the following boundary condi- 
l,ions: 

0 comparable circumference of the ring 
l sanle superperiodicity 
0 same working points 
l comparable natural emittance 
l conlparable ,O functions at the insertior! symmetry 
0 coinl)arable maximum p functions. 

I‘hesc boundary conditions are not the necessary condi- 
tiorrs. For example, for DBA lattice, one can consider a 
lattice with higher superperiodicit,y such as 14 instead of 
12. III our st,utiy, however, this case is not considered, be- 
C~~IW OII~.> ca11 design a DBA lattice with comparable emit- 
tancc: if TBf\ lattice does not employ a gradient bending 
Irlrlgnet~. 

III t,he following, we describe some characteristics of the 

DBA lattice which was designed based upon the above con- 
siderations. First, we present the linear optics of the lat- 
tice, together with the ring parameters. Next, we discuss 
some nonlinear problems, such as I-nomentum-dependent 
and amplitude-dependent effects, sensitivity t,o magnet er- 
rors and magnetic multipole effects. 

II. LINEAR OPTICS 

In its simplest form, the DBA lattice employs one or two 
quadrupole(s) in the dispersive section between the two 
bending magnets. The function of this quadrupole is to 
match 171, at the symmetry point. With this scheme, how- 
ever, it is difficult to control both p and 11 in the dispersive 
section, which may be required to reduce the beam emit.- 
tance. In the extended DBA structure, instead of placing 
one or two quadrupoles in the dispersive section there are 
three or four quadrupoles, which allows easy control of t,he 
lattice functions. Fig. 1 shows the lattice structures of 
DBA and TBA for our comparison study. The total cir- 
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Figure 1: DBA and TBA lattices 

cumference of the ring for DBA lattice is 269.76 111 which 
can be compared with 280.56 m for t,hc TBA lattice. The 
reason for larger circumference for TBA lattice is simply 
because for our TBA lattice the bending magnet dots not 
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llave a gradient on it. Since the number of bending mag- 
Ilet. in a TBA lattice is greater than that of a DBA, with 
givc,n energy the tot,al circumference of a TBA tends to 
be larger. The ring has a total 12 superperiodicity, thus 
it cnn supl)ly 10 straight sections for placing wigglers and 
undulators. The remaining two straight sections are for 
t lie hcarn irl~jection and the placement of the RF cavity. 

‘l’he sclleme with three quadrupoles in the nondisper- 
sive section allows us to match the cr values as well as to 
coiltrol /? (or tune) at the center of the insertion region 
where- t,he insert,ion device is placed. The nominal tunes 
for both lattices are set at v,=14.28 and vy=8.18 to avoid 
any lower-order structure resonances and to minimize the 
s~~stupolc-induced resonances. 

In bot,ll casts, two sextupole families (SF and SD) are 
c~nployetl at the dispersive section. The location of these 
sc>stupoles are marked in Fig. 1. In Table I, the machine 
arid bean1 parameters for both lattices are illustrated. 

Energy (GeV) 
Circumference (iii) 
Emittance (nm) 

uz, uy 
Superiodicit,y 

E r,:y 
Sextupole 

strength (In-‘) 
Number of 

Sextupole families 
Straight section (mj 

TBA DBA 
2 2 

280.56 269.76 
12.1 12.9 

(14.28,8X3) (14.28,8.18) 

(-23.4, -18.; (-28.O> -15.; 

-6.47, +4.49 -6.44, +7.8 

2 
3.4 

3 
3.4 

Table 1: Lattice and Beam Parameters 

For the user’s point of view, allowing the flexibility in 
t,uning the lattice is sometimes required. This is because 
Sony experiment, such as the one utilizing the undulator 
radiation, requires high /3 value at the insertion region. 
011 t,he other hand, the experiment with wiggler radiation 
tlc~nnnds low p value. Therefore, in designing the lattice, 
it may bc, desired for a latt,ice being able to provide with 
a wide range of tunability. The latt,ice shown in Fig. 1 
llas been designed in such a way that at the center of the 
insertion region, /JZ can be extended from 2 m to 20 m 
and ;3, from 2 - 30 m, without affecting the tunes. The 
itlt,c‘gcr part of the tunes can also be changed by four units 
sIlowing the lattice has an ample flexibility. 

III. NONLINEARITY AND HARMONIC 
CORRECTION 

‘1‘11~ addition of t,hc t.wo families of the chromaticity cor- 
rrct ing st,stupoles introduces the inevitable nonlinear mag- 
rlclt,ic fields in the storage ring. These sextupoles limit the 
~~rasimurn oscillation amplitude of a particle, thus defin- 
ing the tlynamic aperture. The requirement of a large 
tlb nanlic aperture for a third-generation synchrotron ra- 
diation source is not obvious because of extremely small 

nature of the beam size. On t,he other hand, however, 
having a lattice with larger dynamic aperture has an ad- 
vantage so that good injection efficiency and long lifetime 
of a beam can be ensured. 

Fig. 2 shows the dynamic aperture for bot,h lattices with 
chromaticity correcting sextupoles only. In the DBA struc- 
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Figure 2: Dynamic aperture 

ture, the dynamic aperture can be effectively increased by 
addition of one or two harmonic correcting sest,upole fam- 
ilies in the non-dispersive section. The strength of these 
sextupoles can then be obtained from the first-order canorl- 
ical perturbation theory [2] or computer program such as 
MAD. In our case, only one family of the harmonic cor- 
recting sextupole is employed. The theoretical amplitude- 
dependent tune shifts in terms of harmonic expansion are 
given by: 

Av, = MllJlz + j+fl2Jly 

Lll z -18:V;e~[3;~ _ 771 + &] 
“I 

Av, = Ma1 JI, + -b/122 J1, 

B:,,, B%n = 36iV;~~[2;~~4;m + v+ + ----I u- - 171 m 

+gpt cluy’rn -%I ] 
- r1z 

m 
Uf - 711 

(1) 

where A,,,, and B,,, are the usual distortion functions. 
For our DBA lattice without chromaticit,y correcting sex- 
tupoles only, the result is 

Ml1 = -2808, MI2 = Ai’ = -1479, M22 = +1292. (2) 

By addition of a harmonic sextupole between Ql and Q2, 
the sum of the harmonic components can be minimized and 
the resulting amplitude-dependent tune shifts are given by 

A411 = -406, M,, = f\f21 = t-90, Al-)? = -819. (3) 

The strength of the harmonic correcting sestupole is 
Ir’zl = 1.12mW2, which is relatively weak compared to 
the strength of the chromaticity correcting sestul)oles. 
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I'rOlll thf? ilbOV?, we see that all terms for the amplitude- 
tlt:pendcnt. tune shift are substantially decreased. The re- 
sult.itlg dytlamic aperture is shown in Fig.2 which indicates 
a ~t~ark~d inlprovement of the dynamic aperture. 

‘\‘(~~lli~lc~;~r rilornerltum-dependent tune shifts are also de- 
ljictcxl ill I’ig.3. This figure shows that t,he DBA lat,ticc has 
a st.ronger nonlinearity with momentum than the TBA Iat,- 
l.ici‘. 
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I’igiire 3: Nonlinear momentum dependent tune shifts for 
‘1’13A and DBA lattices respectively 

IV. CLOSED ORBIT DISTOR.TION 

.+\ -;aIicx~t f~:rt,ure of a thirti-generation synchot,ron light 
>OIIKC is sllclt t,hat, t.hc lattice is very sensitive to the closed 
orllit rlistort,ion. We set our tolerance values such that 
tile r111s t’rror of the bending field is O.lcT, rms misalign- 
II~(:II( crr~ir of quadrupole 0.15 mm, rms rotation error of 
~~11;1drup~~1~~ 0.5 Inrad. Analytical estimation for the TRA 
;I~ICI D11:\ I:lt,ticcx considered here yields, 

r z 67,1m, y % 7nm DBA (4) 

S z~ 3mirr, jj x 9rnm TBA (5) 

‘1’11( ~(7 ;LIlill~t icnl estimation can be more elaborated if one 
trs-;1~. tIi(, c~ornp~rtcr. Wit11 twenty different machines, the 
1~~~1i11 illg r11t3 closed orbit, distortions at the insertion sym- 
tltot ry II:IVC l~:c~n calculated by using hIADG and RACE- 
‘l’li :\C :I<. l’li~ results indicated that t,he computer calcula- 
1 ixt is siniilnr to the analytical estimation, 

.l‘h(, ri,tlnction in dynamic aperture for both cases is de- 
lillc>atctl itI Fig.il. This indicates that both lattices are very 
s(,nsit ivc, to t,ht closrxl orbit. distortion. The dynalnic aper- 
1 (ICC with closed orbit distortion for DBA lattice is seen to 
1)~ Iarg~r than that of the ‘I’BA lattice. For both cases, 
I~owever. the closed orbit distortion can be effectively re- 
dnccd by employing a number of correctors. 

V. EFFECT OF MAGNETIC MULTIPOLES 

For the study of the effect of magnetic multipoles on the 
beam, we have chosen the multipole cnrnponents used for 
Advanced Light, Source lntjtzice [l]. Progrant f\lAD6 was 
used for t.he analysis 
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Figure 4: Dynamic aperture for TBA and DJjA lattices 
with closed orbit. distort,ions 

Fig.5 shows the dynamic aperture with bot,h syskm- 
atic and random multipole co~~~poncnt.s present in the ring. 
DBA lattice is seen to be more sensitive to t,he nlagnet 
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Figure 5: Dynamic aperture for TBA and DBA lattices 
with magnetic multipole errors 

multipole errors. 

VI. SUMMARY 

TBA and DIj.4 lat*tices arc compared for the PLS 2 GeV 
light source. Both lattices show comparable performance. 
DBA lattice has larger dynamic aperture when harmonic 
correcting sextupole is int,roduced. DBA lattice, how- 
ever, indicates a larger nonliear moment8urn dependent. 
tune shifts and sensitivity to the magnet,ic multipole errors. 
In conclusion, however, bot,h t.yI)es of t,hc lattice can be 
equally well candidate for a tliird-gc:ii~~rat,ioli synchrotron 
radition source. 
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